I. Fill in the blanks with the help of Conjunction:
1) Siya bought a house____ a car
2) The students laughed at the clown______ he was funny.
3) He is intelligent____ lazy.
4) ____ you wake up early, you can catch the morning train.
5) He didn’t work hard____ he failed in the exam.
6) Delhi is better____ Agra.
7) He is not talking to me ______ we fought last week on a petty issue.
8) The bus was crowded ______ I got the seat.

II. The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each line. Write the incorrect word and the correction in the blanks provided.

Incorrect
Correct
I usually writes poems
on the summer vacation.
Last year, I go to Shimla
and couldn’t wrote poems.

III. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of word given in the bracket.

I ______(be) a boy. I____(love) riding bikes. Last year I____(buy) an expensive bike.
Next year, I____(participate) in the bike race.

IV. Rewrite the following words and phrases into meaningful sentences. One is done as an example.

India is not/ the National/Cricket/game of
Cricket is not the National game of India.

1) Hockey/ but/ like watching/ and playing/ Indians/most of the/Cricket/over
2) known as/Cricket/Sachin Tendulkar/god/is/ the/of